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Abstract

Biased recommendations arise naturally in markets with heterogeneous consumers.

We study a model in which a monopolist offers an experience good to a population

of consumers with heterogeneous tastes and makes personalized purchase recommen-

dations. We provide conditions under which a firm makes welfare-reducing purchase

recommendations with positive probability, resulting in inflated recommendations. We

extend this insight to a setting in which an intermediary makes the recommendations,

whereas a seller sets the retail price. Regulatory interventions that forbid inflated rec-

ommendations may lead to higher social welfare or may backfire.
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1 Introduction

A quote attributed to the 15th century monk and poet John Lydgate says, “You can’t please

all of the people all of the time.” With the advance of consumer tracking and recommendation

algorithms, it is now possible for a firm to carefully and deliberately select its target audience

and to provide recommendations that fit an individual consumer’s taste. People may differ in

how they intend to use a product; firms (including intermediaries) may therefore help people

to identify the products that fit a specific purpose.1

We develop a parsimonious model in which a profit-maximizing firm decides whether or

not to recommend a new product to a consumer. For example, an e-commerce marketplace

such as Amazon decides whether to assign the “buy” button to a seller or a website decides

whether or not a particular consumer is shown an “editor’s pick” for a new product. Similarly,

consumers typically receive a single recommendation if recommendations are provided by

voice (as with virtual assistants, such as Alexa, Cortana, Google Assistant, and Siri). More

broadly, a firm may increase the visibility of certain offers while reducing the visibility of

others.

Recommendation algorithms ultimately serve the interests of the firm providing the rec-

ommendation service.2 We show that a firm catering to a diverse set of consumers may decide

to recommend the product to some consumers with a “bad” match and, thus, inflate recom-

mendations. This reduces the heterogeneity of expected consumer valuations conditional on

receiving a recommendation and allows the firm to increase its profit.

In our model, some consumers are sensitive to the product design of the product (“picky”

consumers), whereas others do not mind the particular features of the product (“flexible”

1For example, “Wirecutter” is an intermediary that hires people to test different products to assess which

one performs best for a specific purpose. It then provides the affiliate link and takes a percentage fee from

any sales this generates. See reporting in Amanda Mull, “There Is Too Much Stuff,” The Atlantic, May 24,

2019.
2It has been reported that, in 2018, “Amazon optimized the secret algorithm that ranks listings so that

instead of showing customers mainly the most-relevant and best-selling listings when they search – as it had

for more than a decade – the site also gives a boost to items that are more profitable for the company.”

This quote is taken from Dana Mattioli, “Amazon Changed Search Algorithm in Ways That Boost Its Own

Products,” Wall Street Journal, 16 September 2019.
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consumers). Consumers have unit demand and valuations that depend on whether they are

picky or flexible (the ex ante type) and, when they are picky, whether the match is good or

bad (the match value). The firm can use two sales channels: a superior (indirect) channel in

which it can also provide personalized recommendations and an inferior (direct) channel in

which it can not. Marginal costs are higher than the valuation for a bad match. Consumers

decide which sales channel to use and receive a recommendation if they have chosen the

indirect channel.

A recommendation policy with “inflated recommendations” has the feature that the prod-

uct is recommended to a fraction β > 0 of picky consumers with a bad match. The profit-

maximizing recommendation policy with inflated recommendations is such that a picky con-

sumer’s expected valuation conditional on receiving a recommendation is equal to a flexible

consumer’s valuation. Then, the firm sells to picky consumers with a recommendation and all

flexible consumers in the superior channel. If the fraction of picky consumers is below some

critical level, this maximizes the firm’s profit and makes recommendations only partially in-

formative. Otherwise, the firm sells to flexible consumers through the inferior channel (if at

all) and to picky consumers with a good match through the superior channel. In this case,

the firm may use the two different channels as a self-selection device for consumers.

To contribute to the policy debate on biased recommendations by digital platforms,3 we

enrich our base model to distinguish between an intermediary that provides recommendations

and a seller that sets retail prices and has to pay the intermediary for its intermediation

services. We show that an intermediary who commits to its recommendation policy and the

intermediation fee implements the vertically integrated solution. If consumers can buy in

the direct channel after first going to the intermediary to benefit from its recommendation

3As a legislative response to this debate, the Digital Markets Act in the EU prohibits self-preferencing by

gatekeeper platforms through its core platform services. The Tenth Amendment of the German Competition

Act from 2021 also explicitly states that the competition authority may prohibit self-preferencing by digital

gatekeepers. However, recommendation biases are of policy concern more broadly. For example, as part of its

consumer protection mandate, the Competition Markets Authority (CMA) in the UK has formulated some

principles in the hotel booking sector with one of the aims to provide transparency about hidden payments

from sellers to the intermediary (see CMA, “Consumer Protection Law Compliance: Principles for Businesses

Offering Online Accommodation Booking Services,” February 26, 2019).
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service (leading to “platform leakage”), the intermediary has to adjust its recommendation

policy. Inflated recommendations may still be the equilibrium outcome, but it occurs less

frequently.

Adding a regulator who commits to its regulatory policy, we show that the welfare-

maximizing regulator implements the first best if it can mandate any recommendation policy

that conditions recommendations on retail prices (but does not engage in price regulation).

If the regulator mandates fully informative recommendations, such regulation implements

the first best in some environments in which this would not be achieved without regulation.

However, in other environments the policy backfires and delivers lower welfare than the

laissez-faire. What is more, with the added optimal regulation of the fee charged by the

intermediary the regulation may still backfire compared to the laissez-faire.

Related literature. Our paper contributes to the literature on information design, as

the firm manages consumer expectations. Lewis and Sappinton (1994) consider a firm that

provides informative signals to consumers about their valuation, where the signal is fully

informative with some probability and drawn from the initial distribution with the remaining

probability. They show that the firm either perfectly informs consumers of their match value

or does not provide any information at all. Theirs and our paper is an instance of Bayesian

persuasion (Kamenica and Gentzkow, 2011), as the firm commits to a recommendation policy

that allows consumers to update their belief about the match value. Our paper contributes

to the literature on information design by showing that a firm may optimally provide limited

information to consumers such that some consumers will buy even when gains from trade are

negative.4

Our extended model with an intermediary relates to the work on biased recommenda-

tions. A profit-maximizing intermediary may want to provide biased recommendations for a

variety of reasons. In Lee (2021), the intermediary is a mechanism designer who must per-

4Our paper differs from recent contributions on intermediaries’ information design in which an interme-

diary provides information about consumer characteristics to sellers that can then use this information for

price-discrimination purposes (Bergemann, Brooks, and Morris, 2015; Ali, Lewis, and Vasserman, 2023). In

our extended model with intermediation, the seller can only set channel-specific prices but does not have

further information available to price discriminate among consumers (or prefers not to use this information).
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suade consumers to buy the recommended product. Monetizing only on the seller side, the

intermediary may provide biased recommendations when seller profits are not aligned with

consumer benefits (seller prices are treated as exogenous in their setting).5 Consumers may

be exposed to biased recommendations in the presence of price effects, as recent theoretical

contributions have pointed out (e.g., Armstrong and Zhou, 2011; Hagiu and Jullien, 2011;

de Cornière and Taylor, 2019). We develop our argument in the context of experience goods

and endogenous prices.6

A particular instance of biased recommendations is “self-preferencing,” which may arise

if an intermediary is also a seller and, thus, operates in a hybrid mode (e.g., de Cornière

and Taylor, 2019). Such a firm may have an incentive to steer consumers towards its own

products. Self-preferencing as an allegedly anti-competitive practice is investigated by com-

petition authorities and is prohibited for gatekeeper platforms under the Digital Markets Act

in the EU. This raises the question of which regulatory interventions increase consumer or

total surplus (for formal investigations, see, e.g., Anderson and Bedre-Defolie, forthcoming;

Aridor and Gonçalves, 2022; Etro, 2021; Hagiu, Teh, and Wright, 2022; Hervas-Drane and

Shelegia, 2021; Kang and Muir, 2022; Zennyo, 2022).7

Product recommendations may provide information on product quality. This can also

be achieved through advertising and certification. Our setting connects to work on con-

tent advertising (Anderson and Renault, 2006) in which advertising contains match-relevant

5If consumers suffer from limited cognition, an intermediary may exploit such consumers by providing

biased recommendations (Heidhues et al., 2023).
6Empirical and theoretical work has looked at biased financial advice, whereas most of the industrial

organization literature on this topic considers the recommendation of search goods. In our paper, as in Inderst

and Ottaviani (2012) and Teh and Wright (2022), neither the seller nor the buyer has private information

about the match value between product design and consumer tastes. Instead, it is the intermediary who

possesses this information and makes recommendations in return for a fee. In Inderst and Ottaviani (2012)

and Teh and Wright (2022) sellers compete for those kickbacks, whereas in our setting, the intermediary

decides on those fees.
7As analyzed by de Cornière and Taylor (2014), recommendation biases may also arise in the context of

an ad-financed search engine and ad-financed websites when consumers experience advertising as a nuisance.

Vertical integration between the search engine and one of the websites has an ambiguous effect on the size

of the recommendation bias. For a related model, see Burguet et al. (2015) and, for an overview, Peitz and

Reisinger (2016).
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information. Advertising in our context contains “real information” (Johnson and Myatt,

2006) as picky consumers update their beliefs depending on whether or not they receive a

recommendation. Recommending the new product to a picky consumer with a bad match

can be considered “false advertising” and relates to Rhodes and Wilson (2018), who consider

advertising in the presence of quality uncertainty (see also Drugov and Troya-Martinez, 2019;

Aköz, Arbatli, and Celik, 2020).8 Our paper also speaks to the literature on targeted advertis-

ing (e.g., Anand and Shachar, 2009; Johnson, 2013), whereby advertisers can address a group

of consumers with particular characteristics. The recommendation of a product to a certain

subset of consumers can be seen as targeted advertising and the inflated recommendations

outcome constitutes noisy targeting.

Roadmap. The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our base model. In

Section 3, we analyze the firm’s profit-maximizing strategy and establish our main result of

inflated recommendations. In Section 4, we distinguish between a seller and an intermediary

where the seller sets the retail price and, before that, the intermediary makes purchase

recommendations and charges the seller for its service. In Section 4.1 we show that the

vertically integrated solution is implemented and discuss several extensions of the model. In

Section 4.2 we characterize the outcome under three different regulatory policies. Section 5

contains further discussions and a conclusion.

In Appendix A, we collect the relegated proofs. In Appendix B, we provide a concise treat-

ment of the extensions discussed in Section 4.1. In Appendix C (whose content is summarized

in Section 5), we allow for alternative versions of consumers’ distribution of willingness to

pay and consider independent draws of the ex ante type and the match realization.

8More specifically, Rhodes and Wilson (2018) consider a monopolist that privately learns its type – that

is, whether its product is of low or high quality – and incurs production costs independent of quality. Low

quality generates a lower but positive profit in the market than high quality if truthfully revealed. “False

advertising” is a situation in which the low-quality type claims to be of high quality and mimics the high-

quality type. In their model, advertising claims that are proven to be false are penalized. For moderate

penalties, the low-quality type pools with the high-quality type with a positive probability of less than 1.
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2 The base model

We consider a monopoly firm offering an experience good at a marginal cost c > 0. Two sales

channels are available: an indirect channel I that allows for personalized recommendations

and a direct channel D that does not.9 Moreover, it is less convenient for consumers to use

the direct channel; we denote by d > 0 the utility loss from less convenience in the direct

channel. The firm sets prices pI and pD in these channels to maximize its profit. We introduce

the two sales channels to show a trade-off between second-degree price discrimination and

uniform pricing with inflated recommendations.

There is a unit mass of risk-neutral consumers, and each consumer has unit demand. A

consumer may buy the experience good through either sales channel or choose an outside

option normalized to zero.

A picky consumer with a good match has a valuation of vh in the indirect channel, and

a picky consumer with a bad match has vl. The remaining consumers are “flexible” in the

sense that they do not face any uncertainty about the realized match value and always have

a valuation of vm. We assume that (vl+vh)/2 < vm < vh; this implies that flexible consumers

have an expected valuation above picky consumers and a lower variance.10 A fraction α of

consumers are picky and the remaining fraction 1− α are flexible.

We will focus our analysis on vl < c < vm.
11 The first inequality says that selling the

bad match to picky consumers in the indirect channel reduces total surplus compared to the

outside option. Recommending the product, therefore, reduces total surplus, and the first-

best welfare maximum does not feature any such recommendation. The second inequality

says that there are gains from trade with flexible consumers in the indirect channel.

A firm’s recommendation policy is a message sent to a consumer that depends on the

consumer’s type and match value. By construction, it is always in the firm’s interest to

9To fix ideas, the direct channel could be a physical outlet, whereas the indirect channel could be an

e-commerce site in which, thanks to consumer tracking, personalized recommendations are possible.
10In Section 5, we introduce consumers (θ, ε) with indirect utility θ + ε − pI in the indirect channel and

θ + ε − d − pD in the direct channel. Here, we consider two types of θ, where the high type has ε = 0 and

the low type a high or low realization of ε with probability 1/2. In Section 5 and Appendix C, we consider

other distributions of consumer valuations in which all consumer types θ draw ε from the same distribution.
11At the end of Section 3, we discuss what happens under alternative parameter constellations.
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recommend the product to a picky consumer with a good match. However, the firm may

also recommend the product with a probability of β ∈ [0, 1] to picky consumers with a bad

match; it does not matter whether the firm makes recommendations to flexible consumers as

long as they are aware of the option to buy in either channel.12

Inefficiencies arise when some consumers buy in the direct channel instead of the indirect

channel (inefficient bypass), when some consumers with strictly positive gains from trade

do not buy at all (limited sales), or when some picky consumers with a bad match buy.

The last can only occur in the indirect channel and requires a recommendation policy with

β > 0. Since c > vl, recommendations with β > 0 are excessive from a total surplus

perspective; in such a case we speak of inflated recommendations. Since p ≥ c, if consumers

follow a recommendation that reduces total surplus, this recommendation necessarily reduces

consumer surplus (and leads to ex post regret from purchase).

The timing is as follows.

1. The firm commits to a recommendation policy β and sets its prices in the direct channel,

pD, and in the direct channel, pI .

2. After observing prices and β, consumers decide which sales channel to choose.

3. Picky consumers in the indirect channel receive personalized recommendations and all

consumers make their purchasing decisions.

We abstract from price opacity and, thus, assume that consumers observe prices before

deciding which channel to use. In addition, consumers observe the recommendation policy.13

12We use the framing that the firm provides personalized recommendations. However, the same analysis

applies to environments in which all picky consumers agree on whether a match is good or bad, and thus

the draws of ε are perfectly correlated over consumers. In this alternative setting, the firm is able to assess

the quality of the experience good and decides whether to recommend the product to picky consumers. For

example, a product (such as outdoor equipment) may work well under normal conditions but consumers do

not know whether a product will continue to function under extreme conditions. Picky consumers are those

consumers who use the product under extreme conditions and rely on the firm’s recommendation, whereas

flexible consumers only use the product under normal conditions (and are of the high type because they are

rich urban consumers).
13One way to motivate this is to consider consumers arriving in two batches facing the same prices. A
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Figure 1: Consumer demand for different recommendation policies β

We characterize the profit-maximizing solution. We note that consumers engage in

Bayesian updating. However, this belief updating is pinned down by the recommendation

policy the firm has committed to. If the implemented recommendation policy is β, a picky

consumer who receives a recommendation updates the belief that the match is good from 1/2

to 1/(1 + β). A picky consumer who does not receive a recommendation updates the belief

that the match is good to 0 and, thus, is convinced that the match is bad.

This leads to a demand curve that depends on the chosen recommendation policy. Figure

1 illustrates different demand curves when consumers can buy in the indirect channel or

not at all (i.e., the direct channel is not available or sufficiently inconvenient to use). For

β = 0, picky consumers who receive a recommendation have a valuation of vh, flexible

consumers have vm, and picky consumers without a recommendation have vl. For fully

uninformative recommendations β = 1, flexible consumers have a valuation of vm and picky

consumers with a recommendation have (vh + vl)/2. For recommendation policy β∗ given by

(vh + β∗vl)/(1 + β∗) = vm, picky consumers with a recommendation and flexible consumers

have a valuation of vm and picky consumers without a recommendation have vl.

Before turning to the analysis of the monopoly problem, we characterize the first best.

fraction ϵ arrives early and the remaining fraction arrives late. Early arrivals publicly report their experience

and whether the product was recommended to them. In this way, late arrivals learn β before deciding what

to do. In the limit as ϵ turns to zero, this implies that consumers of measure 1 observe β.
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Since the first-best allocation does not involve inflated recommendations and the indirect

channel is more attractive, the socially optimal allocation is that all flexible and all picky

consumers with a good match buy in the indirect channel. Welfare in the first best, (1 −

α)(vm−c)+(α/2)(vh−c) is linear in α. It is increasing in α if and only if (vh−c)/2 > (vm−c).

To see that inflated recommendations can only occur with ex ante heterogeneity, we take

a look at the two edge cases α = 0 and α = 1. If all consumers are flexible (α = 0), the

recommendation policy does not affect the consumers’ choice of sales channel. If all consumers

are picky (α = 1), the firm maximizes its profits by fully expropriating the expected consumer

surplus conditional on β. Since c > vl, total surplus decreases in β and a higher β implies a

lower profit when the firm sets its profit-maximizing price. Thus, it is not in the interest of

the firm to set β larger than 0. To summarize, in the edge cases of our model, the monopoly

outcome is efficient and does not involve any inflated recommendations.

Note that a monopolist who can engage in third-degree price-discrimination would also

implement the first best, as it would choose β = 0, sell in the indirect channel at price vh

to flexible consumers with a good match and at price vm to flexible consumers. This would

generate a profit of (1 − α)(vm − c) + (α/2)(vh − c), which is equal to the total gains from

trade.

3 The firm’s recommendation and pricing policy

The key ingredient of our model is that there is ex ante taste heterogeneity among consumers

– that is, a fraction α ∈ (0, 1) of consumers are picky and the remaining are flexible – and

that the firm can not engage in third-degree price discrimination between picky and flexible

consumers. The monopolist maximizes profits by setting pI ≥ 0, pD ≥ 0, and β ∈ [0, 1].

The profit-maximizing outcome has the property that picky consumers never buy in the

direct channel. By contradiction, suppose that the picky consumers buy in the direct channel.

This implies that pD + d ≤ pI . If this inequality is strict, all flexible consumers buy in the

direct channel as well. Then, the seller can reach higher profits by shutting down the direct

channel, setting p̂I = pD + d and serving all consumers in the indirect channel. Otherwise,

if pD + d = pI , the seller can reach higher profits by slightly raising its price in the direct

9



channel and inducing all consumers to buy in the indirect channel. Consequently, we obtain

a contradiction.

Furthermore, some picky consumers buy in the indirect channel. By contradiction, sup-

pose that the intermediary only sells to flexible consumers. Then, the seller sets pI = vm and

extracts the full surplus from the flexible consumers. However, the seller can further increase

its profits by keeping the same prices, setting β = 0, and serving all the picky consumers

with a good match, which will lead to higher profits. Hence, the profit-maximizing outcome

has the property that no picky consumer buys in the direct channel and at least some of

them buy in the indirect channel.

Flexible consumers then buy in the indirect channel, in the direct channel, or not at

all. In the first case, the firm sets pI = vm to sell to the flexible consumers in the indirect

channel; it sets β > 0 such that picky consumers have expected valuation vm conditional on

receiving a recommendation. Note that the firm cannot do better by further increasing β and

adjusting prices accordingly (pI = (vh + βvl)/(1 + β)) because profits from each consumer

type would go down. Profits from picky consumers are reduced due to the observation made

in the edge case with picky consumers only that maximal profits for given β are decreasing

in β. The reason is that the firm fully extracts the expected surplus of picky consumers with

a recommendation and this surplus is decreasing in β. Profits made from flexible consumers

are also reduced (as an increase in β implies a price pI less than vm). In the second case,

the firm maximizes its profit by extracting the full surplus from flexible consumers. This is

achieved by setting pD = vm − d and selling to all picky consumers with a good match by

setting pI = vh and β = 0. In the third case, the firm maximizes its profit from selling to

picky consumers only, which implies β = 0 and pI = vh.

Thus, potentially profit-maximizing outcomes are:

• the inflated recommendations outcome in which the firm sets β such that vm = (vh +

βvl)/(1 + β) or, equivalently, β = (vh − vm)/(vm − vl) ≡ β∗, pI = vm, and pD ≥

max{vm − d, 0}, and makes a profit of
[

α

2

(

1 +
vh − vm
vm − vl

)

+ (1− α)

]

(vm − c);

• the inefficient bypass outcome in which the firm sets β = 0, serves picky consumers

10



with a good match in the indirect channel at pI = vh and serves flexible consumers in

the direct channel at pD = vm − d, and makes a profit of

α

2
(vh − c) + (1− α)(vm − d− c);

• the limited sales outcome in which the firm sets β = 0, serves picky consumers with a

good match at pI = vh in the indirect channel and does not sell to flexible consumers,

and makes a profit of α
2
(vh − c).

The maximal profit from implementing the inefficient bypass or limited sales outcome is

α
2
(vh−c)+max{(1−α)(vm−d−c), 0}, where the firm implements the former if vm−d−c > 0.

We define critical values of α as a function of c that separates the inflated recommenda-

tions outcome from the alternative outcome as follows

ᾱ(c) =
min{vm − c, d}

min{vm − c, d}+ 1
2
(c− vl)

vh−vm
vm−vl

,

where ᾱ(c) ∈ (0, 1). As we state in the following proposition, for α < ᾱ(c), the firm maximizes

its profit with inflated recommendations, whereas, for α ≥ ᾱ(c), it does so by inducing limited

sales for c ∈ (vm − d, vm) and inefficient bypass for c ∈ (vl, vm − d).

Proposition 1. Suppose that c ∈ (vl, vm). The monopoly solution is characterized as follows:

• for α < ᾱ(c), the firm implements the inflated recommendations outcome: it sets β =

β∗, pI = vm and pD ≥ vm − d. All flexible consumers and all picky consumers with a

recommendation buy in the indirect channel;

• for α ≥ ᾱ(c), the firm implements the limited sales or inefficient bypass outcome: it

sets β = 0, pI = vh, p
D = max{vm − d, c}. Picky consumers go to the indirect channel

and buy if they receive the recommendation to buy, whereas all flexible consumers buy

in the direct channel for c < vm − d.

Total surplus implications are illustrated in Figure 2, where the kink in the total surplus

function occurs at ᾱ(c). Compared to the first best, for α < ᾱ(c), welfare losses are given by

α
2
vh−vm
vm−vl

(c− vl). For α ≥ ᾱ(c), they are given by (1− α)min{d, vm − c}.

11
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Figure 2: Total welfare in α; vh = 110, vl = 30, d = 10, c = 75. First-best outcome (dashed),

private solution (solid).

Inefficient bypass and inflated recommendations: Some interpretations. The in-

efficient bypass outcome can be seen as the result of a simple screening contract using a

damaged good strategy (Deneckere and McAfee, 1996). Picky consumers with a good match

have a valuation higher than flexible consumers. Since recommendations can only be given in

the indirect channel and picky consumers are more quality-sensitive than flexible consumers,

the single-crossing property is satisfied. Flexible consumers buy the new product in the direct

channel and incur the inconvenience cost d – this inferior sales channel resembles a damaged

good. In the limited sales outcome, the firm foregoes any sales to flexible consumers.

The inflated recommendations outcome can be seen as the outcome of a partial pooling

contract. The key difference compared to standard price discrimination problems is the

possibility of partially informative recommendations, which equalizes the valuation of picky

consumers (with a recommendation) and flexible consumers. Some picky consumers with a

bad match are made to believe that the product tends to be a good match. A picky consumer

who does not know the match quality thus has a lower expected valuation after receiving the

recommendation to buy.

From a consumer’s perspective, the contract offer with inflated recommendations looks as

follows: flexible consumers do not face uncertainty and always receive a contract offer for each

sales channel, while picky consumers with a recommendation know that with a probability

less than one, they buy the product with a low valuation.14

14The offer relates to offering a pure bundle. From a picky consumer’s perspective, we can distinguish two

12



The firm’s decision for marginal costs c /∈ (vl, vm). So far we have considered c ∈

(vl, vm). For c ≥ vm, the firm makes a profit from only selling to picky consumers with a

good match in the indirect channel: it chooses the recommendation policy β = 0, sets a price

of pI = vh, and makes a profit of α
2
(vh − c). Thus, inflated recommendations do not arise for

c ≥ vm.

For c ≤ vl, it becomes socially efficient to serve all consumers, which implies that recom-

mendations can no longer be inflated from a social welfare perspective. To keep the exposition

short, we restrict attention to the case c ∈ (vl − d, vl]. Consider the firm setting recommen-

dation policy β = β∗ and selling only through the indirect channel;15 that is, the firm sets

pD + d ≥ pI and pI = vh+βvl
1+β

. Any β < β∗ is strictly dominated by β = β∗ since flexible

consumers and more picky consumers would buy at price vm. Consider the case β ≥ β∗. The

firm’s profit is given by16

(α

2
(1 + β) + (1− α)

)

(

vh + βvl
1 + β

− c

)

.

The profit of the firm inducing the outcome with socially insufficient recommendations

(that is, β = β∗) is equal to
(

α
2
(1 + β∗) + (1− α)

)

(vm − c). We note that for β < 1,

recommendations are socially insufficient but from a consumer surplus perspective excessive,

as picky consumers with a bad match would be better off not buying. The other potentially

profit-maximizing strategy is to set β = 1, pI = vh+vl
2

, and pD > vh+vl
2

. This induces the

first-best outcome and generates a profit of vh+vl
2

− c.

states of the world: the state of the world is good if the product constitutes a good match and bad otherwise.

With inflated recommendations, a consumer is offered a bundle of the product in the good state and, with

a positive probability, in the bad state. An important insight from the bundling literature when marginal

costs are negligible is that it may pay to sell large bundles, as the distribution of valuations becomes less

dispersed (Bakos and Brynjolfsson, 1999; Geng, Stinchcombe, and Whinston, 2005; Haghpanah and Hartline,

2020). Our result contains a different, though related, message: under inflated recommendations – that is,

including the product in the good state with a probability of 1 and including it in the bad state with a positive

probability – the distribution of valuations becomes less dispersed, allowing the seller to better extract the

gains from trade (at the social cost of reducing the gains from trade). Indeed, this holds with significant

marginal costs when a strategy to sell large bundles would not be profitable.
15We can show that it is never profit-maximizing to sell to some consumers in the direct channel.
16It is easy to see that the second derivative of the profit function is positive for all β ∈ [β∗, 1], and thus

the profit function is convex. The maximum is reached either at β = β∗ or at β = 1.
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The firm prefers the first-best outcome if the fraction of picky consumers is sufficiently

high such that vh+vl
2

− c ≥
(

α
2
(1 + β∗) + (1− α)

)

(vm − c). This holds with equality for

α̂(c) ≡
vm − vl
vm − c

,

which increases in c and converges to 1 as c goes to vl. If α ≥ α̂(c), the firm will sell to all

consumers in the indirect channel at pI = vh+vl
2

and induce the first-best outcome. Otherwise,

if α < α̂(c), the firm maximizes its profit by inducing the outcome with socially insufficient

recommendations (β∗ = vh−vm
vm−vl

). It sells at pI = vm in the indirect channel and does not sell

to the fraction 1− β∗ of picky consumers with a bad match. This leads to welfare loss equal

to α
2
(1− β∗)(vl − c).

4 Intermediaries as recommenders

In this section, we introduce an intermediary as an economic actor that plays the role of

a recommender and is different from the seller that sets retail prices. We assume that

an intermediary has collected consumer data that allows it to identify consumer type and

match value, while the seller lacks this information. The intermediary can then provide

personalized recommendations to consumers in the indirect channel. Whether a consumer

receives a recommendation may depend on the retail prices set by the seller in both channels,

β(pI , pD). In this context, we may think of both channels as digital sales channels with the

direct channel being the seller’s website and the indirect channel being the intermediary’s

marketplace.

4.1 The profit-maximizing intermediary

The intermediary’s revenue model is to charge sellers on its platform. It sets the rate λ ∈ [0, 1]

as the fraction of the seller’s profits it extracts (profit sharing).17 We analyze the game in

17Since the intermediary can implement the vertically integrated solution with this instrument (which we

establish in this section in Proposition 2), it cannot do better with a different price instrument. Moreover,

there are many price instruments that can be used to implement this solution (which we show at the end of

this subsection).
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which, first, the intermediary chooses its recommendation policy and sets λ and then the

seller sets the retail prices. The timing of the subsequent decisions is the same as in the

base model. We will show that, in subgame-perfect equilibrium, the vertically integrated

solution can be decentralized; that is, the intermediary chooses its strategy such that the

seller will optimally respond by setting the same retail prices along the equilibrium path

as in the vertically integrated solution that we analyzed in the previous section. We will

then see that the seller always obtains the same profit. Therefore, the trade-off for the

intermediary between the two possibly profit-maximizing strategies is the same as for the

vertically integrated firm.

In this section, we focus on the parameter range with c ∈
(

vh+vl
2

, vm − d
)

in which either

inflated recommendations or inefficient bypass is the outcome.18 For this interval to be

non-empty, d cannot be too large.

The seller can secure some minimal profit for itself by selling only in the direct channel:

it can set pD = vm − d (and pI > vm) and make the profit (1 − α)(vm − d − c). Thus, the

intermediary has to provide such a profit level to the seller at the very least.

First, consider the inflated recommendations outcome. In the vertically integrated solu-

tion with inflated recommendations, pI = vm, pD ≥ vm− d and all sales occur in the indirect

channel. Consider the intermediary’s recommendation policy

β(pI , pD) =







β∗ for pI = vm and pD ≥ vm − d

1 otherwise.

To induce the inflated recommendations outcome, the intermediary has to afford a sufficient

fraction of profit, 1 − λ, to the seller. We denote the λ for which the seller obtains profit

(1− α)(vm − d− c) by λ∗, which solves

(1− λ∗)
[α

2
(1 + β∗) + (1− α)

]

(vm − c) = (1− α)(vm − d− c).

18If c ∈
(

vl,
vh+vl

2
− d

]

, the trade-off between inflated recommendations and inefficient bypass remains the

same, but the seller would obtain higher profits – we comment on this case at the end of this subsection. If c ∈
(

vh+vl

2
− d, vh+vl

2

]

, our results remain unchanged, but proofs would need to be adjusted. If c ∈ [vm − d, vm),

the seller can not make any profit in the direct channel; thus, the intermediary can ask for a profit share of

100 % and the intermediary trivially implements the vertically integrated solution.
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Given λ∗, the seller has no incentive to deviate from pI = vm, pD ≥ vm−d. If the seller sets a

price pI different from vm, it will make profit max{(1−α)(vm−d−c), (1−λ∗)(1−α)(vm−c)}.

From the definition of λ∗, it follows that the second expression is less than the first one and

the best deviation is to serve flexible consumers in the direct channel. A deviation to pD < vm

is not profitable, as this gives profits less than (1− α)(vm − d− c).

Second, we consider the inefficient bypass outcome. Suppose that the intermediary takes

(almost) the entire profit in the indirect channel (i.e., λ = 1) and sets β = 0 for all prices.

In this case, the seller can only make a profit in the direct channel. It will sell to flexible

consumers at pD = vm − d and it will set the price pI = vh (for any infinitesimally small

profit fraction it maintains). This implements the vertically integrated solution, with profits

(1− α)(vm − d− c) going to the seller and α
2
(vh − c) going to the intermediary.

The intermediary can choose between inducing inflated recommendations or inefficient

bypass. In either case, the seller makes the profit (1− α)(vm − d− c), which is the minimal

profit that the seller can always obtain. Thus, the comparison of the intermediary’s profits

yields the same critical ᾱ(c) as the comparison of the vertically integrated firm’s profit and

we have proved the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Suppose that c ∈
(

vh+vl
2

, vm − d
)

. The intermediary achieves the integrated

monopoly solution as follows:

• for α < ᾱ(c), the intermediary implements the inflated recommendations outcome by

setting

λ = λ∗ ≡ 1−
(1− α)(vm − c− d)

[

α
2

vh−vl
vm−vl

+ (1− α)
]

(vm − c)
,

β(pI = vm, p
D ≥ vm − d) = β∗ and β = 1 otherwise. Equilibrium prices are given by

(pI , pD) = (vm, vm−d). All flexible consumers and the fraction 1+β∗

2
of picky consumers

buy in the indirect channel;

• for α ≥ ᾱ(c), the intermediary implements the inefficient bypass outcome by setting

λ = 1, β = 0 for all (pI , pD). Equilibrium prices are given by (pI , pD) = (vh, vm − d).

Half of the picky consumers buy in the indirect channel and all the flexible consumers

buy in the direct channel.
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With a small fraction of picky consumers in the population, the intermediary does best by

inflating recommendations. The intermediary induces the seller to sell to flexible consumers in

the indirect channel by leaving a sufficient fraction of profits to the seller. If the seller deviates

and sells to flexible consumers in the direct channel (by setting low pD), then the intermediary

is committed to stop providing informative recommendations to picky consumers, which

renders the deviation unprofitable. By contrast, with a large fraction of picky consumers in

the population, the intermediary prefers to induce the outcome with inefficient bypass. By

making it very unattractive to sell through the intermediary, the intermediary induces the

seller to sell to flexible consumers directly.

The intermediary’s decision for c ∈ (vl, (vh + vl)/2 − d). In this parameter range, the

tradeoff between inflated recommendations and inefficient bypass continues to apply. The

novel feature is that, for high α, the most attractive outside option for the seller may be

to sell to all consumers in the direct channel at pD = (vh + vl)/2 − d. The seller then

makes a profit of (vh + vl)/2 − d − c. Alternatively, it may sell to flexible consumers only

at pD = vm − d in which case it makes (1 − α)(vm − d − c). If α is sufficiently small –

that is, α < vm−(vh+vl)/2
vm−d−c

≡ α̃(c) – the latter dominates the former and the intermediary has

to make sure that it offers a contract to the seller that allows the seller to make at least

(1− α)(vm − d− c). Here, the analysis from above applies.

Otherwise – that is, α > α̃(c) – the intermediary has to come to terms with a smaller

share of industry profits, compared to the case in which the seller can only profitably cater

to informed consumers in the direct channel (i.e. c ≥ (vh + vl)/2 − d). The intermediary

has to compensate the seller for not making (vh + vl)/2 − d − c and thus λ < 1 even under

inefficient bypass, in contrast to what happens for marginal costs c ≥ vh+vl
2

− d.

This is seen as follows. Consider the difference in seller profits (1 − ᾱ(c))(vm − d − c) −
(

vh+vl
2

− d− c
)

, which can be rewritten as
(

vm − vh+vl
2

)

− ᾱ(c)(vm − d − c). The derivative

with respect to c is given by ᾱ(c)+
ᾱ(c)β

∗

2

d+ 1

2
(vh−c−(1+β∗)(vm−c))

(vm−d− c), which must be positive.

Furthermore, the value of the difference at c = vl is negative (as ᾱ(vl) = 1) and the value at

c = vh+vl
2

− d is positive. Therefore, for any d ∈
(

0, vh−vl
2

)

there exists c̄(d) that solves

vm − vh−vl
2

vm − d− c
=

d

d+ 1
2
(c− vl)(vh − vm)
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such that the considered difference is positive for c ∈ (c̄(d), (vh + vl)/2 − d) and is negative

for c ∈ (vl, c̄(d)).

This shows that if c ∈ (vl, c̄(d)) then (1−ᾱ(c))(vm−d−c) <
(

vh+vl
2

− d− c
)

, which implies

that ᾱ(c) > α̃(c). Therefore, we have that the outcome features inflated recommendations

with λ from Proposition 2 for α < α̃(c), inflated recommendations with λ = 1−((vh+vl)/2−

d−c)/(1−α+(α/2)(1+β∗)) for [α̃(c), ᾱ(c)) and inefficient bypass with λ = 1−((vh+vl)/2−

d− c− (1− α)(vm − d− c))/((α/2)(vh − c)) for α ≥ ᾱ(c). If c ∈ [c̄(d), (vh + vl)/2− d), then

ᾱ(c) ≤ α̃(c). Thus, the outcome features inflated recommendations with λ from Proposition

2 for α < ᾱ(c) and inefficient bypass with λ = 1 − ((vh + vl)/2 − d − c − (1 − α)(vm − d −

c))/((α/2)(vh − c)) for α ≥ ᾱ(c).

Discussion of the result with intermediation. Inflated recommendations can also oc-

cur in the case of “platform leakage” (Hagiu and Wright, 2024); that is, a fraction of con-

sumers can first visit the indirect channel to obtain a recommendation from the intermediary

and can then buy in the direct channel. In other words, some consumers can use the inter-

mediary for showrooming and the seller may free-ride on the intermediary’s recommendation

service (Wang and Wright, 2020). For simplicity, consider an exogenous fraction ν of picky

consumers who can switch without cost. We show in Appendix B that the critical α un-

til which there are inflated recommendations is larger than ᾱ and, in this sense, inflated

recommendations become more prevalent under platform leakage. Intuitively, there are two

opposing effects of how platform leakage changes the intermediary’s trade-off. First, with

inflated recommendations, if some consumers can showroom, then the intermediary faces

tougher competition from the direct channel and has to leave more surplus to the seller. Sec-

ond, showrooming undermines the incentives for fully informative recommendations, which

makes the outcome with inefficient bypass less profitable. For all parameters the second ef-

fect dominates and the intermediary is more inclined to induce the inflated recommendations

outcome.

In our model, consumers can buy the product or choose an outside option and the inter-

mediary does not make any profit when consumers choose the outside option. However, the

intermediary may produce its own well-known base product at marginal cost c0 and sell it at
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price p0 to consumers with valuation v0 > c0 in the indirect channel and extract the surplus

by setting p0 = v0. Then, whenever a consumer chooses the outside option in the indirect

channel, the intermediary makes a profit of v0 − c0. We can show that, when v0 − c0 is small

enough, our finding that the inflated recommendations outcome prevails over the inefficient

bypass outcome continues to hold for a range of α.19

So far, we have assumed that the intermediary’s price instrument is the fraction of industry

profits λ in the indirect channel that it asks from the seller. Alternative price instruments, for

example, are a listing fee T that has to be paid by the seller to be listed by the intermediary,

a per-unit transaction fee of t (or, equivalently, per-click fee if there is a linear relationship

between clicks and transactions), or an ad valorem transaction fee of τ . We note that, in

our model, the equilibrium outcome is invariant to the particular type of pricing instrument

available to the intermediary. Details on platform leakage, the intermediary with a profitable

outside option, and the intermediary’s price instrument are provided in Appendix B.

Inflated recommendations even occur when the intermediary cannot condition the rec-

ommendation on retail prices; that is, the intermediary chooses (β, λ) such that β can not

be conditioned on (pI , pD). In an inflated recommendations outcome with β = β∗, the seller

obtains a profit of (1−λ)((1−α)+α(1+β∗)/2)(vm− c). Instead, the seller could set a price

below vm−d in the direct channel and induce flexible consumers to choose the direct channel.

Then the seller would still sell to picky consumers with a recommendation at price vm in the

indirect channel and, thus, make a profit of (1−α)(vm− d− c)+ (1−λ)α(1+β∗)/2(vm− c).

Hence, the intermediary has to set λ such that it respects the seller’s incentive constraint

(1− λ)(vm − c) ≥ vm − d− c. This ties down λ: the intermediary sets λ equal to 1− vm−d−c
vm−c

.

This expression is smaller than λ∗ given in Proposition 2 that applies for α < ᾱ(c). This

means that the intermediary has to leave a larger fraction of profits to the seller under in-

flated recommendations. Hence, the intermediary is more inclined to serve picky consumers

only and induce the inefficient bypass outcome. This implies that the critical α below which

19One may want to compare this setting to one in which a base product is offered by third-party sellers

and is in competitive supply. Then, the model with the base product in competitive supply implements the

vertically integrated solution, whereas the model in which the intermediary controls the base product as a

monopolist does not and, thus, introduces a further inefficiency.
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the intermediary inflates recommendations is less than in the case in which the intermediary

can condition β on the seller’s prices.

4.2 Regulating the intermediary

In this subsection, we explore whether (and if so, how) a regulator could improve welfare if

it were able to restrict the intermediary’s choices. Whenever the regulator assumes control,

we postulate that it operates under commitment. First, we consider the problem in which

the planner fully controls the recommendation policy – that is, the planner mandates β as a

function of retail prices – and show that the first best can be implemented even though price

setting is decentralized. Second, we consider what happens when the planner mandates fully

informative recommendations and show that in some situations this policy improves on the

outcome under laissez-faire, and in others it is strictly worse. Third, even if, in addition to

imposing fully informative recommendations, the regulator can impose a limit on the profit

share that the intermediary can ask from the seller, the regulatory policy may backfire. In

these problems, the regulator moves first, then the intermediary sets λ, followed by the seller

setting prices (pI , pD). To keep the exposition short, we restrict attention to the case that

marginal cost c is in the interval ((vh + vl)/2, vm − d).

Full regulation of the recommendation policy. We consider a regulator that conditions

the mandated recommendation policy on prices, β(pI , pD), but cannot directly affect the

intermediary’s fee λ. We will show that full control over the recommendation policy allows

the regulator to reach the first-best total surplus.

To reach the first-best outcome, the regulator has to: first, induce the intermediary

to make the seller sell to flexible consumers through the intermediary; second, minimize

recommendations to picky consumers with a bad match under the constraint that the profit

of the intermediary is non-negative. As the tie-breaking rule, we assume that the regulator

who is indifferent between inducing different prices picks the ones that maximize consumer

surplus.

We will show that it is sufficient to restrict attention to the regulator imposing recom-

mendation policies that reveal some information if and only if the seller sets a price pI0 in the
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indirect channel and reveal no information otherwise; that is,

β(pI , pD) =







β0 for some pI0 and any pD

1 otherwise.

Such a recommendation policy makes deviations for the seller costly: any deviation in the

price in the indirect channel by the seller leads to the loss of all profit from picky consumers.

Since, by assumption, for a given total surplus, the regulator prefers an outcome with a

higher consumer surplus, the regulator mandates fully informative recommendations for the

lowest possible price pI0 that implements the first best. We can restrict attention to pI0 < vm.

Given λ, if the seller sets pI = pI0, the intermediary obtains fraction λ of industry profit

(1− α/2)(pI0 − c). If the seller sets a price different from pI0, the intermediary and the seller

either would share the maximal profit with uninformative recommendations on the indirect

channel (1−α)(vm − c) or the seller sells directly and obtains a profit of (1−α)(vm − d− c),

whereas the intermediary obtains a profit of zero. For given λ and pI0, the seller sets pI0

and induces the inflated recommendations outcome if (1− λ)(1− α/2)(pI0 − c) ≥ max{(1−

λ)(1 − α)(vm − c), (1 − α)(vm − d − c)}. To make sure that the seller prefers the inflated

recommendations outcome over selling to flexible consumers only in the indirect channel,

the regulator must pick pI0 in its recommendation policy such that (1 − α/2)(pI0 − c) ≥

(1− α)(vm − c). With the lowest price satisfying this inequality (which is less than vm), the

intermediary then sets λ to extract λ(1 − α/2)(pI0 − c). The largest λ that is compatible

with the seller’s incentive constraint solves (1 − λ)(1 − α/2)(pI0 − c) = (1 − α)(vm − d − c).

Since (1 − α/2)(pI0 − c) = (1 − α)(vm − c), the binding constraint can be rewritten as

(1− λ)(1− α)(vm − c) = (1− α)(vm − d− c), which simplifies to λ = d/(vm − c). Therefore,

we obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Suppose that c ∈
(

vh+vl
2

, vm − d
)

. If the regulator can set any recommen-

dation policy β(pI , pD), it achieves the first-best outcome by setting β(pI0, p
D) = β0 = 0 for

pI0 = α/2
1−α/2

c + 1−α
1−α/2

vm and any pD and β(pI , pD) = 1 for all other (pI , pD). In equilibrium,

the intermediary sets λ = d
vm−c

and the seller sets price pI = pI0. Flexible consumers and

picky consumers with a good match buy the product through the indirect channel.

The proposition shows that the regulator’s recommendation policy fully determines the

joint profit of the intermediary and the seller when all sales occur in the indirect channel.
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Figure 3: Total welfare in α; vh = 110, vl = 30, d = 10, c = 75. First-best outcome, private solution

(solid), fully informative recommendations (dot-dashed).

Therefore, the regulator does not need control over the intermediary’s revenue policy λ to

achieve the first best. What is more, this recommendation policy also maximizes consumer

surplus since with either objective function the optimal regulation makes the seller’s and the

intermediary’s incentive constraint binding. Flexible and picky consumers are always strictly

better off with regulation.

Mandated fully informative recommendations. Consider a policy intervention of

the regulator in which the regulator requires recommendations to be fully informative (i.e.

β(pI , pD) = 0 for all pI , pD). This policy is motivated by an interpretation of what may

constitute the prohibition of a more-favorable treatment of the product under consideration

compared to the outside option. The following proposition shows that for small α the efficient

outcome is implemented, but that, for intermediate values of α, the policy backfires.

Proposition 4. Suppose that c ∈ (vh+vl
2

, vm − d). When the regulator mandates that recom-

mendations must be fully informative (i.e., β(pI , pD) = 0 for all pI , pD), the equilibrium is

characterized as follows: There is a critical value αFI(c) ∈ (0, ᾱ(c)) such that

• if α < αFI(c), then the intermediary sets λ = λ̂ ≡ 1 − (1−α)(vm−d−c)

(1−α
2
)(vm−c)−α

2
(vh−c)

and the

first-best allocation is implemented;

• if α ≥ αFI(c), then the intermediary sets λ = 1; equilibrium prices are given by

(pI , pD) = (vh, vm − d) and the inefficient bypass outcome is implemented.
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The critical value αFI(c) below which imposing fully informative recommendations does

not violate the incentive compatibility constraints of intermediary and seller, is given by the

solution to
(1− α)(vm − d− c)

(

1− α
2

)

(vm − c)− α
2
(vh − c)

=

(

1− α
2

)

(vm − c)− α
2
(vh − c)

(

1− α
2

)

(vm − c)

(as derived in the proof of Proposition 4) and satisfies that αFI(c) < ᾱ(c).

As shown in Proposition 4, for α < αFI(c), the planner’s policy implements the first best

and strictly increases total surplus compared to the laissez-faire. For α ≥ ᾱ(c), the regulator

does not improve on the laissez-faire, as mandating β = 0 implies that flexible consumers buy

in the direct channel, which also happens under laissez-faire. The regulation β = 0 performs

worse than laissez-faire for α ∈ [αFI(c), ᾱ(c)). Mandating fully informative recommendations

does not allow the intermediary to inflate recommendations. Instead, the intermediary has

two potentially profit-maximizing options: first, it can set λ such that it collects profits from

all flexible consumers and those picky consumers with a good match (respecting the seller’s

incentive compatibility constraint); or second, it can extract all surplus from picky consumers

with a good match. For α ≥ αFI(c), it prefers the latter and the regulation leads to inefficient

bypass by flexible consumers. By contrast, under laissez-faire, by inflating recommendations,

the intermediary can drive the expected gross surplus of picky consumers who receive a

recommendation in the indirect channel down to the one of flexible consumers. This makes

the former strategy more attractive to the intermediary simply because more consumers buy.

Hence, with β = 0, the regulator gives up on the welfare generated from flexible consumers

buying in the indirect instead of the direct channel. This welfare loss is larger than the

welfare gain among picky consumers (under laissez-faire, some picky consumers with a bad

match buy).

We illustrate these findings in Figure 3. The upper grey line depicts welfare in the first

best and the lower grey line depicts welfare under laissez-faire. Welfare under mandated fully

informative recommendations is depicted by the solid line.

Without regulatory intervention, consumer surplus is fully extracted by the seller. This

also holds in the case in which a regulator mandates fully informative recommendations

and, in the equilibrium outcome, only picky consumers with a good match are served in the

indirect channel. Hence, for α ≥ αFI(c), regulation is neutral to consumer surplus. However,
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if, under the regulation, picky consumers with a good match and flexible consumers buy

in equilibrium, all consumers buy at a price of vm and, thus, picky consumers with a good

match obtain a strictly positive surplus. Hence, regulation either increases consumer surplus

or leaves it unchanged and, thus, regulation cannot backfire under the consumer surplus

criterion.

Although, as we showed in Section 3, without regulation, the outcome is the same regard-

less of whether the intermediary and seller are integrated, this is not true when the regulator

mandates fully informative recommendations. The reason is as follows. The vertically inte-

grated firm maximizes the total profit, whereas the intermediary maximizes the total profit

minus the seller’s profit. Under inefficient bypass, the seller obtains (1 − α)(vm − d − c).

However, when all trade takes place in the indirect channel, the seller can always deviate and

sell to picky consumers with a good match in the indirect channel at a price of vh and to

flexible consumers in the direct channel at a price of vm. This means that the intermediary

must guarantee the seller a profit strictly greater than (1 − α)(vm − d − c). Therefore, the

intermediary has a more favorable view of inefficient bypass than the vertically integrated

firm and, thus, αFI(c) is less than the critical α under the regulation β = 0 of a vertically

integrated firm (which solves [α/2 + (1− α)](vm − c) = (α/2)(vh − c) + (1− α)(vm − d− c)

and, thus, is d/[d + (vh − vm)/2]). This shows that the welfare loss is reduced if the inter-

mediary and the seller vertically integrate. Nevertheless, even under vertical integration, the

regulatory intervention to mandate fully informative recommendations can backfire.

Regulating the intermediary’s rent extraction. Until now, we have considered regu-

lations that impose restrictions on the intermediary’s recommendation policy. Alternatively,

the regulator may consider intervening by limiting the intermediary’s rent extraction possi-

bilities. We recall that the first best involves all flexible consumers and all picky consumers

with a good match buying in the indirect channel and the picky consumers with a bad match

not buying at all. Consider a regulator who only imposes a cap on the fraction of profits λ

that the intermediary extracts from the seller. The regulator may want to choose this cap

strictly less than 1 to encourage the seller to also serve flexible consumers in the indirect

channel and, thus, inefficient bypass is avoided. However, if the recommendation policy re-
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mains unregulated, this encourages the intermediary to inflate recommendations. As we have

shown, the laissez-faire equilibrium features λ < 1 with inflated recommendations, whereas

inefficient bypass has λ = 1. In other words, a cap λ̄ of slightly less than 1 has no repercus-

sions for the intermediary’s profit with inflated recommendations but reduces its profit under

inefficient bypass. This makes inefficient bypass less attractive and implies that the critical

α under a uniform regulated cap λ̄ is larger than in the laissez-faire equilibrium. Hence,

such price regulation more often leads to inflated recommendations than without regulation.

Although consumers are not affected in our setting, the total surplus is reduced and rents are

partly redistributed from the intermediary to the seller whenever the intermediary decides

to continue to induce inefficient bypass in equilibrium.

If the regulator, in response to more-inflated recommendations, decides to mandate fully

informative recommendations (i.e., β(pI , pD) = 0 for all pI , pD), either the outcome is efficient

and, thus, picky and flexible consumers with a good match are served in the indirect channel

yielding profit (1 − min{λ̂, λ̄})(1 − α/2)(vm − c) for the seller or there is inefficient bypass

yielding profit (1− α)(vm − d− c) + (1− λ̄)α
2
(vh − c) for the seller.

For any given λ̄ < 1, there exists a uniquely defined α(λ̄) ∈ (αFI(c), ᾱ(c)) such that the

equilibrium is characterized by the efficient outcome for α < α(λ̄) and by the inefficient bypass

outcome, otherwise (for details, see Appendix A). The regulator sets λ̄ to maximize total

surplus. The following remark (proved in Appendix A) summarizes the welfare implications

of the regulation.

Remark 1. Regulating rent extraction on top of mandating fully informative recommenda-

tions weakly increases total surplus. For an intermediate range of α it will set λ̄ ≤ λ̃(α) and

is indifferent between all λ̄ ∈ [0, λ̃(α)], where λ̃(α) < 1 is an upper bound that is a decreas-

ing function of α (defined in Appendix A). In this range, such regulation may still backfire

compared to the laissez-faire. Outside this range, the intermediary is indifferent between any

λ̄ ∈ [0, 1] and the regulation does not backfire.

Figure 4 illustrates our findings. For an intermediate range of α, the regulation leads to

inefficient bypass instead of inflated recommendations under laissez-faire. In this case, the

regulation backfires from a total surplus perspective.
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Figure 4: Total welfare in α; vh = 110, vl = 30, c = 75. First-best outcome, private solution, fully

informative recommendations (solid), rent extraction regulation, β = 0 and λ̄ = 0 (dashed).

5 Discussion and conclusion

A monopolist that sets the same price for all consumers may also make personalized recom-

mendations to buy the product to consumers who lack information on match quality and,

thus, may rely on recommendations. When all consumers are ex ante identical, the firm will

never recommend the product to a consumer whose valuation is below marginal cost. In our

terminology this means that the firm will not inflate recommendations. However, as we show

in this paper, with ex ante taste heterogeneity, the firm commits to a recommendation policy

according to which a product is sometimes recommended even when the valuation is below

marginal costs. Since the profit-maximizing price is above marginal costs this implies that

some consumers ex post regret that they have bought the recommended product.

In our base model, the firm offers its product in a direct and an indirect sales channel;

recommendations can only be made in the indirect channel. There are two ex ante types

of consumers: picky consumers who experience a high or a low gross valuation and flexible

consumers with an intermediate valuation. Selling to picky consumers with a low gross

valuation is socially inefficient when the gross valuation is below marginal costs. The indirect

channel offers two advantages: first, its use increases the benefit for all consumers; and second,

picky consumers appreciate informative recommendations. By recommending the product to

picky consumers with a bad match, which is known to the firm ex ante, but not to anybody

else, the firm can bring the expected valuation of picky consumers with a recommendation
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down to that of flexible consumers and increase the sales volume without lowering the price

it would set to serve flexible consumers.

Inflated recommendations in other settings. The main takeaway that recommenda-

tions may be inflated – that is, products are recommended and consumers follow this recom-

mendation even though ex post consumers end up buying a product that generated negative

gains from trade – does not rely on our modeling choice that the distribution of match values

depends on the ex ante type of the consumer.

To make this transparent, we remove the direct sales channel (i.e. d is sufficiently large).

Suppose that consumers are heterogeneous along two dimensions (θ, ε). The indirect utility

of a consumer (θ, ε) buying the product at price p is given by

uI(θ, ε) = θ + ε− p,

with E[ε|θ] = 0 for all θ. We model ex ante taste heterogeneity as differences in expected

valuations θ and refer to θ as the consumers’ type and to ε as the match value. We consider

the two-type case and the continuous-type case. Match values can be discrete or drawn

from a continuous distribution. In the discrete case, we allow for two realizations and write

ε(θ) ∈ {ε(θ), ε(θ)}. Consumers observe their type θ but are uncertain about the match value

ε. The firm sets price p and can provide recommendations that reveal some information

about the match value ε to consumers. We assume that the product recommendations can

be conditioned on θ.

Our base model is a special case of this setting with θl = (vl+vh)/2, ε conditional on type

θl drawn from {(vl−vh)/2, (vh−vl)/2} with equal probability, θh = vm and ε(θh) = ε(θh) = 0.

There, the low type has the lower expected valuation and the higher variance. Our assumption

that the high type has zero variance may be seen as rather special.

In Appendix C, we analyze environments in which the match value distribution is inde-

pendent of the consumer type θ. When there are two ex ante types θl, θh and two match value

realizations ε, ε that are drawn independently across types, then depending on the parameter

values, the firm chooses inflated recommendations, socially insufficient recommendations, or

fully extracts the surplus of consumers of high-type consumers with the highest match value
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realization (see Proposition 6 in Appendix C.1). Inflated recommendations either involves

selling to high-type consumers with a bad match or to low-type consumers with a bad match.

We consider two other settings: two ex ante types and a continuum of match value

realizations for each ex ante type; and a continuum of ex ante types and a continuum of

match value realizations for each ex ante type (both in Appendix C.2). In each of these

settings, we provide the conditions such that some consumers receive the recommendation

to buy, follow that recommendation, and then learn that their valuation is not only lower

than the price they paid, but also lower than the marginal cost incurred by the firm – that

is, recommendations are inflated.

In our analysis, we assume that the ex ante heterogeneity is due to differences in tastes.

An alternative approach would be to assume that all consumers have ex ante the same

tastes but that they have differential information in the sense that some consumers obtain

a more-informative signal about their ex post valuation than others. An analysis with ex

ante heterogeneously informed consumers is more intricate, but inflated recommendations

also arise in such alternative settings, as we explore in Peitz and Sobolev (2023).

The policy debate on biased recommendations. The policy debate on biased recom-

mendations is focused on intermediaries’ incentives in a vertically related market in which

consumers receive the recommendation by an intermediary, whereas retail prices are set by

the seller of the respective product. We extend our base model by introducing an interme-

diary and a seller. The intermediary commits to extracting a certain profit share from the

seller and a recommendation policy. Given those terms, the seller sets the price for its prod-

uct in the direct and in the indirect channel. As we show in a certain parameter range, the

intermediary either induces inflated recommendations or inefficient bypass and the vertically

integrated solution is implemented.

A regulator may want to remedy the welfare loss stemming from inflated recommendations

or inefficient bypass. If the regulator were able to impose a sophisticated recommendation

policy that ex ante specifies the recommendation policy as a function of retail prices, it

would be able to implement the first best. However, if the regulator were to require that

recommendations must be fully informative – that is, the intermediary is not allowed to
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recommend the product to picky consumers with a bad match – welfare effects are ambiguous:

when there is only a small fraction of picky consumers in the population, this regulation can

implement the first best; however, above a critical threshold, inefficient bypass will occur and

the regulation backfires, as welfare is lower with the regulation than without.
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Appendix

A Relegated Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. We start by proving that the profit-maximizing seller induces

one of three outcomes: either the inflated recommendations outcome, the inefficient bypass

outcome, or the limited sales outcome.

First, we show that in a profit-maximizing outcome, the picky consumers are never served

in the direct channel. By contradiction, suppose that some picky consumers choose the direct

channel. A necessary condition is that pD ≤ pI − d. If this is held with equality, then picky

and flexible consumers are indifferent between the two channels. By slightly increasing pD

the firm can divert all consumers to the indirect channel earning an extra profit of d for each

diverted consumer. If this is held with strict inequality, all picky and flexible consumers must

buy in the direct channel. The firm could then set instead p̂I = pD + d and p̂D > p̂I − D,

which would increase the firm’s profit because the same number of consumers will buy and

consumers who bought in the direct channel are diverted to the indirect channel generating

an extra profit of d per consumer.

Second, we show that some picky consumers buy in the indirect channel. By contradic-

tion, suppose that the intermediary only sells to flexible consumers. The profit-maximizing

strategy to do so is to set pI = vm and pD > vm−d and, thereby, extract the full surplus from

flexible consumers. For β = 0, also picky consumers with a high valuation will buy, which

will lead to higher profits. Hence, the profit-maximizing outcome has the property that no

picky consumer buys in the direct channel and at least some of them buy in the indirect

channel.

Flexible consumers can be either served in the indirect channel, in the direct channel,

or not served at all. If the flexible consumers buy in the indirect channel, then pI ∈

[(vl + vh)/2, vm]. The number of picky consumers buying at pI is maximized when the

recommendation policy β solves vh+βvl
1+β

= pI . The resulting profit from the picky consumers

at price pI ∈ [(vl + vh)/2, vm] is given by

α

2
(1 + β)(pI − c) =

α

2
(vh − c− β(c− vl)),
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and is decreasing in β.20 Thus, if the flexible consumers buy in the indirect channel, the firm

sets pI = vm, p
D ≥ max{vm − d, 0} and β = β∗ that solves vh+βvl

1+β
= vm. This is the inflated

recommendations outcome resulting in profits of
[

α

2

(

1 +
vh − vm
vm − vl

)

+ (1− α)

]

(vm − c).

If the flexible consumers are served in the direct channel, then the profit is maximized

when the recommendations are efficient, β = 0, and prices are set to pI = vh and pD = vm−d.

This is the inefficient bypass outcome. The firm makes a profit of

α

2
(vh − c) + (1− α)(vm − d− c).

If the flexibles do not buy at all, then the firm sets β = 0 and sells to the picky consumers

with a good match at price pI = vh. The price in the direct channel pD > vm. This is the

limited sales outcome.

Next, we compare the profits of the three potentially profit-maximizing outcomes. We

derive the critical α as a function of c. In the case that vm − c − d < 0, the inflated

recommendations outcome leads to higher profits than the limited sales outcome if and only

if
[α

2
(1 + β) + (1− α)

]

(vm − c) ≥
α

2
(vh − c),

which after substituting for β = vh−vm
vm−vl

, can be rewritten as

(1− α)(vm − c) ≥
α

2

1

vm − vl
(c− vl)(vh − vm).

This defines the critical ᾱ(c), which can be rewritten as

ᾱ(c) =
vm − c

vm − c+ 1
2
(c− vl)

vh−vm
vm−vl

. (1)

for c ∈ (vm − d, vm).

In the other case that vm − d − c > 0, the inflated recommendations outcome leads to

higher profits than the inefficient bypass outcome if and only if

(1− α)d ≥
α

2
(vh − c− (1 + β) (vm − c)) =

α

2
(c− vl)

vh − vm
vm − vl

.

20This shows that although for c < (vh + vl)/2, the firm might also want to serve all consumers in the

indirect channel at pI = (vh + vl)/2 yielding profit (vh + vl)/2− c, such a strategy is not profit-maximizing.
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When satisfied with equality, this defines the critical ᾱ, which can be rewritten as

ᾱ(c) =
d

d+ 1
2
(c− vl)

vh−vm
vm−vl

. (2)

for c ∈ (vl+vh
2

, vm − d).

Since vl − c < 0, it must be that ᾱ(c) ∈ (0, 1) in equations (1) and (2).

Proof of Proposition 4. The seller weakly prefers catering to flexible consumers and picky

consumers with a good match via the indirect channel rather than using the indirect channel

for picky consumers only if

(1− λ)
(α

2
+ 1− α

)

(vm − c) ≥ (1− α)(vm − d− c) + (1− λ)
α

2
(vh − c).

The seller prefers to serve flexible consumers in the indirect channel instead of serving only

picky consumers with a good match if

λ
(α

2
+ 1− α

)

(vm − c) ≥
α

2
(vh − c).

Solving these two inequalities for 1− λ, we obtain that

(1− α)(vm − d− c)
(

1− α
2

)

(vm − c)− α
2
(vh − c)

≤ 1− λ ≤

(

1− α
2

)

(vm − c)− α
2
(vh − c)

(

1− α
2

)

(vm − c)
.

If there exist λ ∈ [0, 1] satisfying these two inequalities, the intermediary picks the highest

such λ; that is, λ = λ̂ = 1− (1−α)(vm−d−c)

(1−α
2
)(vm−c)−α

2
(vh−c)

. This implements the first-best outcome.

We see that, for positive α ≈ 0, there is a non-empty set of λ satisfying the two inequalities.

The maximal λ in this set is then chosen by the intermediary and implements the first best.

If α ≈ 1, then the seller always prefers to sell directly to the flexible consumers because
(

1− α
2

)

(vm − c)− α
2
(vh − c) < 0. It is easy to see that the upper bound for 1− λ decreases

in α whereas the lower bound for 1 − λ increases in α. Therefore, there exists a unique

αFI(c) ∈ (0, 1) such that for all α ≤ αFI(c), the regulation β = 0 is optimal and implements

the first best. Otherwise, if α > αFI(c), the seller will serve the flexible consumers through

the direct channel, leading to welfare loss equal to (1− α)d. We note that αFI < ᾱ(c). This

means that, for α ∈ (αFI(c), ᾱ(c)), the laissez faire is welfare-superior. As we showed in

Section 3, for α < ᾱ(c), the welfare loss under laissez-faire is α
2
β∗(c − vl). Thus, we have
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to show that, for α < ᾱ(c), the inequality (1 − α)d > α
2
β∗(c − vl) must be satisfied. For

α < ᾱ(c), we obtain

(1− α)d−
α

2
β∗(c− vl) > (1− ᾱ(c))d−

ᾱ(c)

2
β∗(c− vl)

=
ᾱ(c)

2
(vh − c− (1 + β∗)(vm − c)− β∗(c− vl))

=
ᾱ(c)

2
(vh − vm − β∗(vm − vl))

= 0.

Proof of Remark 1. Suppose that the regulator sets β = 0 and a cap on the fraction of the

rent extracted by the intermediary, λ̄ ∈ [0, 1). The case of λ̄ = 1 was covered in Proposition 4.

Define αUP as the solution to

(1− α)d =
α

2
(vh − vm)

Note that αUP > αFI defined in Proposition 4 (for simplicity, here we no longer make the

dependence on c explicit).

We show that for any λ̄ < 1 there exists a critical level α(λ̄) ∈ (αFI , αUP ) such that for

any α < α(λ̄), the intermediary sets λ = min{λ̄, λ̂}, where λ̂ was defined in Proposition 4,

and the seller induces the efficient outcome. Otherwise, the intermediary sets λ = λ̄, and the

inefficient bypass outcome is induced.

We characterize the equilibrium for α > αUP and α ≤ αUP separately. Consider the case

that α > αUP . Note that for any λ ∈ [0, 1] set by the intermediary, we have that

(1− λ)
(α

2
+ 1− α

)

(vm − c) = (1− λ)(1− α)(vm − c) + (1− λ)
α

2
(vm − c)

< (1− λ)(1− α)(vm − c) + (1− λ)
(α

2
(vh − c)− (1− α)d

)

< (1− α)(vm − d− c) + (1− λ)
α

2
(vh − c),

implying that the seller’s profit from serving flexible consumers in the direct channel at a

price of pD = vm − d and picky consumers with a good match in the indirect channel at a

price of pI = vh is greater than the profit from inducing the efficient outcome. Therefore, for

any λ̄, the intermediary optimally sets λ = λ̄, and the seller induces the inefficient bypass

outcome, earning a profit of (1− α)(vm − d− c) + (1− λ̄)α
2
(vh − c).
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Next, consider the opposite case α ≤ αUP . Note that, for every α ≤ αUP , λ̂ (as defined

in Proposition 4) belongs to [0, 1), and recall that, at λ = λ̂, the seller is indifferent between

inducing the efficient outcome and deviating such that it serves flexible consumers in the

direct channel. Thus, the intermediary’s profit when the seller weakly prefers to induce the

efficient outcome is min{λ̄, λ̂}
(

1− α
2

)

(vm − c). The intermediary’s profit when the seller

induces the inefficient bypass outcome is λ̄α
2
(vh − c). Therefore, the intermediary sets λ =

min{λ̄, λ̂} and the seller induces the efficient outcome if

min{λ̄, λ̂}
(

1−
α

2

)

(vm − c)− λ̄
α

2
(vh − c) ≥ 0. (3)

Otherwise, the intermediary sets λ = λ̄ and the seller induces the inefficient bypass outcome.

Note that
dλ̂

dα
= −

1
2
(vh − vm)(vm − d− c)

((

1− α
2

)

(vm − c)− α
2
(vh − c)

)2 < 0,

implying that the left-hand side of equation (3) is strictly decreasing in α. Moreover, it

changes its sign from positive to negative in the interval (αFI , αUP ). This is seen as follows.

Note that at α = αFI , we have

λ̄
(

1−
αFI

2

)

(vm − c)− λ̄
αFI

2
(vh − c) > λ̄

(

1−
αUP

2

)

(vm − c)− λ̄
αUP

2
(vh − c) = 0.

λ̂
(

1−
αFI

2

)

(vm − c)− λ̄
αFI

2
(vh − c) > λ̂

(

1−
αFI

2

)

(vm − c)−
αFI

2
(vh − c) = 0,

implying that the left-hand side of equation (3) is strictly positive at α = αFI . Moreover,

λ̂ = 0 at α = αUP , implying the left-hand side of equation (3) is negative at α = αUP .

Therefore, for any λ̄ < 1 there exists a uniquely defined α(λ̄) ∈ (αFI , αUP ) that solves

λ̂(1−α/2)(vm− c) = λ̄α/2(vh− c), such that the equilibrium is characterized by the efficient

outcome for α < α(λ̄) and by the inefficient bypass outcome, otherwise. Note that α(λ̄) is

strictly decreasing in λ̄ and, therefore, admits an inverse function that we denote by λ̃(α).

We turn to the regulator’s total surplus maximization problem. If α ≤ αFI , the outcome

is efficient for all λ̄ ≤ 1. If α ≥ αUP , the equilibrium is characterized by the inefficient bypass

outcome for all λ̄ ≤ 1. Thus, for α ≤ αFI and α ≥ αUP , the regulator is indifferent between

any λ̄. Otherwise, for any α ∈ (αFI , αUP ), the regulator strictly prefers to set λ̄ ∈ [0, λ̃(α)]

over any λ̄ > λ̃(α) and is indifferent between all λ̄ in [0, λ̃(α)].
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To compare the total surplus under regulation with the total surplus under laissez-faire,

it is sufficient to compare αUP with ᾱ, defined in Proposition 2 (again, we no longer make

the dependence on c explicit). As was shown in the proof of Proposition 4, ᾱ solves

(1− α)d−
α

2
β∗(c− vl) = 0.

We now evaluate the expression on the left-hand side at α = αUP and show that it is always

positive. We obtain that

(1− αUP )d−
αUP

2
β∗(c− vl) =

αUP

2
(vh − vm − β∗(c− vl))

=
αUP

2

(vh − vm)(vm − c)

vm − vl
> 0,

implying that αUP < ᾱ. Therefore, the regulatory policy β = 0 and λ̄ = 0 increases welfare

compared to the laissez faire for α ≤ αUP , reduces welfare for α ∈ (αUP , ᾱ), and has no effect

for α ≥ ᾱ.

B Details on the extensions in Section 4.1

Platform leakage. With inflated recommendations, as in the main model, the level β will

be such that picky consumers with a recommendation have the same expected valuation as

flexible consumers; that is, β∗ = vh−vm
vm−vl

. If the seller destabilizes the outcome that all trade

occurs in the indirect channel by setting a price pD below vm − d, its profit will be bounded

by (1−α+ ν α
2
(1+ β∗))(vm − d− c). Therefore, the intermediary inducing the seller to serve

flexible consumers in the indirect channel has to respect the seller’s incentive constraint that

is given by

(1− λ)
(α

2
(1 + β∗) + 1− α

)

(vm − c) ≥
(

1− α + ν
α

2
(1 + β∗)

)

(vm − d− c).

It is straightforward to see that the intermediary has to settle for a lower fraction of industry

profit λ than under no leakage to satisfy the seller’s incentive constraint than in the absence of

platform leakage. We note that if inflated recommendations prevail, platform leakage occurs

only off equilibrium. With inefficient bypass, the seller sells directly to flexible consumers

at pD = vm − d and aims to serve picky consumers with a good match at pI = vh. Given
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these prices, with platform leakage, the fraction ν of picky consumers with a good match

buys directly and each consumer obtains a net surplus of vh − vm. The seller’s profit is

(1 − α + ν α
2
)(vm − d − c) and platform leakage occurs along the equilibrium path with

inefficient bypass.

With inefficient bypass, the intermediary obtains (1− ν)α
2
(vh − c), whereas with inflated

recommendations it obtains

λ
(α

2
(1 + β∗) + 1− α

)

(vm − c)

=
(α

2
(1 + β∗) + 1− α

)

(vm − c)−
(

1− α + ν
α

2
(1 + β∗)

)

(vm − d− c)

=
α

2
(1 + β∗)(vm − c)− (1− α)d− ν

α

2
(1 + β∗)(vm − d− c).

For α = ᾱ defined in Proposition 1, the profit under inflated recommendations is equal to

ᾱ
2
(vh − c) − ν ᾱ

2
(1 + β∗)(vm − d − c). This profit is strictly higher than the profit under

inefficient bypass since (1+ β∗)(vm − d− c) < vh − c. Therefore, the critical α that separates

inflated recommendations from inefficient bypass is higher with platform leakage. Moreover,

the critical α increases in the degree of platform leakage ν and approaches 1 when ν increases

and turns to some critical value less than 1.

Intermediary with a profitable outside option. Our setting features an outside option

that does not generate any profit for the intermediary. Suppose instead a situation in which

the outside option consists of the intermediary selling its own product with gains from trade

v0 − c0 > 0; that is, consumers value the intermediary’s product at v0 and the intermediary

incurs a cost of c0 per unit of providing its own product, where 0 < v0 − c0 < vm − c. The

intermediary is assumed to set the price p0 of its product after the seller has set its price.

We will show that for small α the equilibrium features inflated recommendations. In such

an equilibrium, suppose that the seller diverts flexible consumers to the direct channel by

setting a lower price pD, which implies that β = 1. In response, the intermediary profitably

undercuts by setting the price p0 = pD− (vm−d−v0) and sells to all consumers if pD− (vm−

d− v0)− c0 ≥ α(v0− c0), where on the right-hand side we have the profit of the intermediary

to sell the base product to picky consumers only. To avoid the intermediary’s undercutting,

the seller’s best deviation is to set pD = vm − d − (1 − α)(v0 − c0), which gives a deviation
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profit of (1− α)(vm − d− c− (1− α)(v0 − c0)).

Along the equilibrium path, the seller will set pI = vm, p
D ≥ vm − d. The intermediary’s

recommendation policy is β(pI = vm, p
D ≥ vm) = β∗ and β(pI , pD) = 1 for all other prices.

The intermediary will set λ such that (1−λ)[α
2
(1+β∗)+ (1−α)](vm− c) = (1−α)(vm− d−

c− (1− α)(v0 − c0)) and, along the equilibrium path, the price of the base product p0 ≥ v0.

This is the equilibrium characterization for a sufficiently small α.

We now turn to the outcome with inefficient bypass. Here, λ = 1 and β(·, ·) = 0 for all

prices (pD, pI). We have to specify the prices set by the seller along the equilibrium path.

The seller will set pI = vh and pD ≤ vm − d such that the intermediary does not have an

incentive to set the price for the base product in such a way that flexible consumers buy

from the intermediary. With λ = 1, the seller makes a profit from selling to the flexible

consumers, (1 − α)(pD − c). In the candidate equilibrium the intermediary sells its own

product to picky consumers with a bad match and makes profit from all picky consumers:

α
2
(v0 − c0) +

α
2
(vh − c). Selling the base product to all consumers gives at most v0 − c0

to the intermediary. The intermediary then does not interfere with the seller selling to

flexible consumers at pD = vm − d, if α
2
(v0 − c0) +

α
2
(vh − c) ≥ v0 − c0 or, equivalently,

α ≥ α̌(v0− c0) ≡ 2(v0− c0)/(v0− c0+ vh− c). Note that α̌(v0− c0) tends to 0 as v0− c0 → 0.

The intermediary prefers to induce the inflated recommendations outcome over the inef-

ficient bypass outcome if

[α

2
(1 + β∗) + (1− α)

]

(vm − c)− (1− α)(vm − d− c− (1− α)(v0 − c0))

≥
α

2
(v0 − c0) +

α

2
(vh − c),

which simplifies to

α

2
(1 + β∗)(vm − c) + (1− α)d−

α

2
(vh − c) +

(

(1− α)2 −
α

2

)

(v0 − c0) ≥ 0.

By Proposition 1, we have that the sum of the first three terms is positive for α < ᾱ(c).

The fourth term is non-negative of α ≤ 1/2. Moreover, for sufficiently small v0 − c0, α̌(v0 −

c0) < ᾱ(c). Therefore, a sufficient condition for the intermediary to induce the inflated

recommendations outcome is α ∈ (α̌(v0 − c0),max{ᾱ(c), 1/2}) for sufficiently small v0 − c0.
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The intermediary’s price instrument. When the equilibrium features inflated recom-

mendations, we have shown in Proposition 2 that the intermediary sets λ to guarantee the

profit (1 − α)(vm − c − d) to the seller and β∗ = vh−vm
vm−vl

. This gives the intermediary’s equi-

librium profit α
2
(1+ β∗)(vm − c)− (1−α)d. If, instead, only a listing fee is available, this fee

is set equal to this profit and, together with β(pI = vm, p
D ≥ vm − d) = β∗ implements the

same outcome. If the intermediary uses a per-unit fee, it sets this fee as

t =
(α

2
(1 + β∗)(vm − c)− (1− α)d

)

/

(

(1− α) +
α

2
(1 + β∗)

)

with the same recommendation policy and implements the vertically integrated solution.

This is also achieved if the intermediary sets an ad valorem transaction fee: this fee τ is set,

such that the seller is indifferent between selling only in the indirect channel at pI = vm and

selling to flexible consumers in the direct channel at pD = vm−d; that is, [(1− τ)vm− c)](1−

α + α
2
(1 + β∗)) = (1− α)(vm − c− d).

The reason that the intermediary achieves the same equilibrium profit under different

price instruments is that a deviating seller will be “punished” with β = 1 and, thus, no trade

takes place in the indirect channel, making the type of price instrument off the equilibrium

path irrelevant. Furthermore, each price instrument allows the intermediary to achieve the

industry profit of the vertically integrated solution minus the profit of the seller’s outside

option to sell directly to flexible consumers at pD = vm − d.

When the equilibrium features inefficient bypass, the invariance of the allocation in re-

sponse to the type of price instrument being used by the intermediary is straightforward: the

intermediary absorbs the entire profit in the indirect channel, α
2
(vh − c) and the seller makes

a profit of (1− α)(vm − d− c) in the direct channel. The seller will sell to picky consumers

in the indirect channel if it avoids a loss there. If the intermediary sets a profit share, the

entire profit in the indirect channel is extracted with λ = 1. If, instead, only a fixed fee is

available, the fee is set to T = α
2
(vh − c); if only a per-unit transaction fee is available, the

fee is set to t = vh − c; and if only an ad valorem transaction fee is available, the fee is set to

τ = vh−c
vh−d−c

.
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C Inflated recommendations, match values, and ex ante

consumer types

C.1 Two consumer types with the same binary match value dis-

tribution

As in the base model, a fraction α of consumers are of low type θl and 1−α are of high type

θh, where θh > θl. However, we assume that ε is drawn with equal probability from {ε, ε},

which is independent of the type θ. With Eε = 0, we have ε = −ε. Thus, there are four ex

post types, namely θl + ε, θl + ε, θh + ε, and θh + ε. In line with the base model, we assume

that θl + ε > θh and c > θl + ε. Furthermore, to restrict the analysis to situations in which

some of both consumer types may buy, we assume that θl + ε > c.

Then, the following two cases are possible: (i) c ∈ (θl+ε, θh+ε] and (ii) c ∈ (θh+ε, θl+ε).

In case (i), the firm may want to set p = θh and recommend the product to a fraction βl

of low-type consumers with a bad match. The conditional expected valuation of a low-type

consumer who receives a recommendation is θl+ε+βl(θl+ε)
1+βl

= θl+
(1−βl)
1+βl

ε. The profit-maximizing

βl satisfies θl +
(1−βl)
1+βl

ε = θh and, therefore,

βl =
θl + ε− θh
θh + ε− θl

=
ε− (θh − θl)

ε+ (θh − θl)
,

with the property that βl ∈ (0, 1). Here, we observe inflated recommendations to the low

type.

Alternatively, the firm extracts the full surplus of low-type consumers with a good match

by setting p = θl+ε and recommends the product to only a fraction βh of high-type consumers

with a bad match. This fraction is chosen such that the conditional expected valuation of

a high-type consumer who receives a recommendation is equal to this price θl + ε; that is,

θh+ε+βh(θh+ε)
1+βh

= θl + ε, which is equivalent to

βh =
θh − θl

2ε− (θh − θl)
,

with the property that βl ∈ (0, 1). Here, the firm provides socially insufficient recommenda-

tions since θh + ε < c.
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Using the former strategy gives a profit of (θh−c)(1−α+α(1+βl)/2), whereas the latter

gives (θl + ε − c)((1 − α)(1 + βh)/2 + α/2). Therefore, the firm finds it optimal to use the

former strategy and inflate recommendations for the low-type consumers if

α <
θh − c− 1+βh

2
(θl + ε− c)

1−βl

2
(θh − c)− βh

2
(θl + ε− c)

=
1−βh

2
(θh + ε− c)

1−βh

2
(θh + ε− c) + ε+ βl

2
(θl + ε− c)

.

Otherwise, if α is greater than this threshold, the firm employs the latter strategy and

provides socially insufficient recommendations to the high-type consumers.

In case (ii), the firm may want to set p = θh + ε and recommend the product only to

high-type consumers with a good match. Alternatively, as in case (i), the firm extracts the

full surplus of low-type consumers with a good match by setting p = θl + ε and recommends

the product only to a fraction βh of high-type consumers with a bad match with the same

βh as in case (i). Since, in case (ii), c > θh + ε, the firm inflates recommendations.

Using the former strategy gives a profit of (θh + ε− c)(1− α)/2, whereas the latter gives

(θl + ε− c)((1− α)(1 + βh)/2 + α/2). Thus, if

α <
βh(c− θh − ε)

βh(c− θh − ε) + (θl + ε− c)
,

then the firm employs the first strategy and sells only to high-type consumers with a good

match. Otherwise, the firm sets p = θl + ε and recommends the product to some high-type

consumers with a valuation less than the price. We summarize our analysis in the following

proposition.

Proposition 5. With two consumer types θh and θl with θh > θl that face the same binary

distribution of match values drawn from {ε, ε} where θl + ε > max{θh, c} and c > θl + ε,

given a single sales channel, the monopoly solution takes the following form:

For c ∈ (θl + ε, θh + ε],

• the firm recommends the product to a fraction of high-type consumers with a bad match,

sells at p = θl + ε to all high-type consumers with a recommendation and low-type

consumers with a good match or

• the firm recommends the product to a fraction of low-type consumers with a bad match,

sells at p = θh + ε to all high-type consumers and all low-type consumers with a recom-

mendation (inflated recommendations outcome).
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For c ∈ (θh + ε, θl + ε),

• the firm recommends and sells the product at p = θh + ε to high-type consumers with a

good match or

• the firm recommends the product to a fraction of high-type consumers with a bad match,

sells at p = θl + ε to all high-type consumers with a recommendation and low-type

consumers with a good match (inflated recommendations outcome).

C.2 Continuous distribution of match values

In this subsection, we assume that the match value distribution is continuous: ε ∼ F : [ε, ε],

where θ, ε ∈ R ∪ {−∞} and θ, ε ∈ R ∪ {+∞}. Without loss of generality we assume that

selling to the consumer of the lowest type and the highest match value, (θ, ε), generates a

positive surplus (i.e., θ+ε ≥ c).21 We also assume that selling to the consumer of the highest

type and the lowest match value, (θ, ε), is inefficient from a total welfare perspective (i.e.,

θ + ε < c).

Recall that consumers observe their type θ but are uncertain about the match value ε and

that the firm sets a uniform price p and can provide product recommendations that reveal

some information about the match value ε to consumers and can be conditioned on θ. In the

following lemma, we show that the profit-maximizing recommendation strategy has a cutoff

structure for any θ ∈ [θ, θ].

Lemma 1. With match values ε drawn from a continuous distribution, for any price p ∈

(c, θ+ε), the firm maximizes its profit by recommending a consumer of type θ to buy the good

if and only if ε is greater than some cutoff level ε̂ = ε̂(p, θ) ∈ (ε, ε). The cutoff level ε̂(p, θ)

is chosen such that consumers are indifferent between buying and taking the outside option;

it solves

p = E[θ + ε|ε ≥ ε̂(p, θ)]. (4)

Proof. Note that two messages are sufficient for the optimal signal. Let s1 and s0 be the

recommendation to buy and not to buy, respectively. Define µ(ε, θ) as the probability of

21The firm does not find it profitable to sell to types θ, for which θ+ ε < c. Therefore, in this case, we can

always relabel the lowest type that satisfies θ + ε as θ.
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sending message s1 to the consumer of type θ with the match value ε. Then, the incentive

compatibility constraint to buy at price p of this consumer receiving s1 is given by

∫ ε

ε
µ(ε, θ)(θ + ε)dF (ε)
∫ ε

ε
µ(ε, θ)dF (ε)

− p ≥ 0 ⇐⇒

∫ ε

ε

µ(ε, θ)(θ + ε− p)dF (ε) ≥ 0. (5)

Given price p ∈ (c, θ + ε), the problem of the monopolist is to maximize (p − c)E[µ(ε, θ)]

subject to (5). The Lagrangian of that problem can be written as

max
µ

∫ ε

ε

µ(ε, θ)(p− c+ λθ(θ + ε− p))dF (ε),

where λθ ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier. Therefore, for any p ∈ (c, θ + ε), there is a cutoff

level ε̂(p, θ) ∈ (ε, ε) such that µ(ε, θ) = 1 for ε ≥ ε̂(p, θ) and µ(ε, θ) = 0 for ε < ε̂(p, θ).

To analyze the price setting, it is useful to first consider the profit-maximizing pricing and

recommendation strategy of a firm that can price discriminate according to the consumer

type θ. Define π(p, θ) as the maximal profit from consumers of type θ when price p is set, and

the profit-maximizing recommendation policy is chosen. In the following lemma, we show

that under price discrimination, the recommendation policy is socially optimal.

Lemma 2. Suppose that the firm can condition its price on θ. With match values ε drawn

from a continuous distribution, the firm recommends consumers of type θ to buy the good if

and only if θ + ε ≥ c and sets price

p(θ) = E[θ + ε|θ + ε ≥ c]. (6)

Consumers follow the recommendations. The equilibrium profit from the consumers of type

θ is given by:

π(p(θ), θ) = (1− F (c− θ))E[θ + ε− c|θ + ε ≥ c]. (7)

Proof. Suppose that the firm chooses pricing strategy p(θ) in equilibrium. By Lemma 1, the

optimal recommendation policy has a cutoff structure. With a slight abuse of notation, we

suppose that the optimal cutoff recommendation policy is characterized by ε̂(θ) = ε̂(p(θ), θ) ∈

(ε, ε). Since the incentive compatibility constraint of the consumers is binding, the optimal

price p(θ) and the recommendation policy ε̂(θ) are linked through p(θ) = E[θ + ε|ε ≥ ε̂(θ)].

Thus, the profit from consumers of type θ can be rewritten as a function of ε̂(θ),
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π(ε̂(θ)) = (1− F (ε̂(θ)))(p− c) = (1− F (ε̂(θ)))E[θ + ε− c|ε ≥ ε̂(θ))]

=

∫ ε

ε̂(θ)

(θ + ε− c)dF (ε).

The first-order condition is given by −(θ + ε̂(θ) − c)f(ε̂(θ)) = 0. Thus, it is optimal to set

ε̂(θ) = c− θ.

Note that the firm recommends buying the product if and only if θ + ε ≥ c, which is

equivalent to the recommendation policy of the social planner.

We define the firm’s recommendations to be inflated for type θ if the firm recommends

buying the good to some consumers of type θ with θ + ε < c and consumers follow the

recommendations. Similarly, the firm’s recommendations are insufficient for type θ if the

firm recommends not buying for some θ+ ε > c and consumers follow the recommendations.

In the remainder of this appendix, we explore the conditions under which the firm’s

recommendations are inflated or insufficient from a total surplus perspective. We separately

analyze the case in which θ can take only two values and the case in which θ is continuously

distributed.

Binary consumer types. Suppose that θ is distributed according to a binary distribution.

We assume that θ = θl with a probability of α ∈ (0, 1) and θ = θh > θl with a probability

of 1− α. For the model to be non-degenerate, we assume that θl + ε > c. The match value

distribution is assumed to have finite mean, which, without loss of generality, is set equal to

zero. We assume that 1− F is strictly log-concave on [ε, ε].

As the following proposition establishes (the proof is relegated to the online appendix),

under some conditions the firm maximizes its profit by inflating recommendations for type

θh and providing insufficient recommendations for type θl. In the proposition, prices ph and

pl are defined as the profit-maximizing prices of a firm that (third-degree) price discriminates

between the two consumer types with ph for the high type and pl for the low type.

Proposition 6. Suppose that the firm sets the same price to all consumers. Then, in the

setting with binary types and a continuous match value distribution, there exists ᾱ ∈ (0, 1)
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such that the firm provides insufficient recommendations for the low type and inflates recom-

mendations for the high type

• if ph ≤ θl + ε or

• if ph > θl + ε and α ≥ ᾱ.

Otherwise, if ph > θl + ε and α < ᾱ, the recommendations are efficient for the high type and

consumers of the low type do not buy the product.

Proof. As a preliminary step, we note that ph > pl. This is shown as follows. By Lemma 2,

we have that

ph = E[θh + ε|θh + ε ≥ c] and pl = E[θl + ε|θl + ε ≥ c].

By Theorem 3 of Bagnoli and Bergstrom (2005), strict log-concavity of 1 − F implies that
∫ ε

x
(1− F (ε))dε =

∫ ε

x
(ε− x)dF (ε) is also strictly log-concave in x on [ε, ε]. This implies that

∫ ε

x
(ε−x)dF (ε)/(1−F (x)) = E[ε−x|ε ≥ x] strictly decreases in x. By plugging in x = c− θ,

it holds that E[θ + ε− c|θ + ε ≥ c] strictly increases in θ, which implies that ph > pl.

Define p∗ as the profit-maximizing uniform price; ε̂∗l and ε̂∗h as the cutoffs of the profit-

maximizing recommendation strategies for type θl and θh, respectively. We show that if

p∗ < ph, then the firm maximizes its profit by inflating recommendations for type θh. By

Lemma 1, we have that p∗ = E[θh + ε|ε ≥ ε̂∗h]. Note that E[ε|ε ≥ x] strictly increases in x,

which implies that the firm combines a higher price with a higher cutoff level characterizing

the recommendation policy. Therefore, p∗ < ph implies that ε̂∗h < c − θh, where c − θh

is the profit-maximizing cutoff level that corresponds to price ph. Hence, the firm inflates

recommendations for type θh. Similarly, if pl < p∗ < θl+ε, then the corresponding ε̂∗l > c−θl.

Otherwise, if p∗ > θl + ε, then the low-type consumers do not buy the product.

It is straightforward to see that p∗ ∈ [pl, ph]. Any price p > ph is not profit-maximizing

since the firm can increase its profit from both types by slightly lowering price p and adjust-

ing the corresponding recommendation strategy accordingly. Similarly, any price p < pl is

dominated by a slightly higher price. Therefore, we can restrict attention to prices in [pl, ph].

We analyze the cases of ph ≤ θl + ε and ph > θl + ε separately.
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First, suppose that ph ≤ θl + ε. We show that the firm increases its profit by slightly

lowering its price. The profit of the firm with price p, which is slightly lower than ph, is given

by

π(p) = α(1− F (ε̂l))E[θl + ε− c|ε ≥ ε̂l] + (1− α)(1− F (ε̂h))E[θh + ε− c|ε ≥ ε̂h]

= α

∫ ε

ε̂l

(θl + ε− c)dF (ε) + (1− α)

∫ ε

ε̂h

(θh + ε− c)dF (ε),

where εh and εl solve

p = E[θh + ε|ε ≥ ε̂h] = E[θl + ε|ε ≥ ε̂l].

The derivative of the profit function with respect to p is given by

dπ

dp
= −α(ε̂l − (c− θl))f(ε̂l)

dε̂l
dp

− (1− α)(ε̂h − (c− θh))f(ε̂h)
dε̂h
dp

.

We evaluate dπ
dp

at p = ph. Note that the corresponding cutoff strategy for the high type at

p = ph equals c−θh, implying that the second term is zero. The corresponding cutoff strategy

for the low type is strictly greater than c − θl (see the argument in the second paragraph

of the proof), implying that the first term determines the sign of dπ
dp
. We obtain that the

marginal change of the profit with respect to p at p = ph has the opposite sign to dε̂l
dp
. As a

result, when the firm slightly lowers its price starting from ph, the corresponding ε̂l decreases,

and this results in higher profits. This shows that the firm finds it profitable to set p∗ < ph

and inflate recommendations for type θh.

We also evaluate dπ
dp

at p = pl. The corresponding cutoff of the recommendation policy

for the low type at p = pl equals c − θl. This implies that the first term of dπ
dp

is zero. The

corresponding cutoff for the high type is strictly lower than c− θl, implying that the second

term determines the sign of dπ
dp
. Thus, the marginal change of the profit with respect to p at

p = pl has the same sign as dε̂h
dp

. This implies that when the seller slightly increases its price

starting from pl, the corresponding ε̂h increases as well, resulting in higher profits. Thus,

p∗ > pl and the firm induces insufficient recommendations for type θl.

Second, suppose that ph > θl + ε. We note that any price in [θl + ε, ph) can not be

profit-maximizing. At these prices only the high type is served and it is more profitable for

the firm to set ph. Therefore, the firm either sets p∗ = ph, provides efficient recommendations

for the high-type and does not serve the low-type consumers, or the firm sets p∗ < θl + ε
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and the recommendations are inflated for the low-type and are insufficient for the high-type

consumers. Since the profit function at p ∈ [pl, θl + ε] is the same as in the previous case, we

have that p∗ > pl.

In the last part of the proof, we show that there exists a unique cutoff ᾱ such that

p∗ ∈ (pl, θl + ε) for α ≥ ᾱ and p∗ = ph for α < ᾱ.

We establish that p∗ < ph for a sufficiently high α. Note that if α tends to 1, then π(ph)

goes to zero. The profit from setting pl converges to
∫ ε

c−θl
(θl + ε− c)dF (ε) which is positive.

By continuity, we have that for α sufficiently close to 1, price ph is dominated by pl, which

implies that ph can not be optimal.

We establish that p∗ = ph for sufficiently low α. Note that, for any p ∈ (pl, θl + ε), we

have that ε̂h < c− θh and, therefore,

lim
α→0

π(p) =

∫ ε

ε̂h

(θh + ε− c)dF (ε) <

∫ ε

c−θh

(θh + ε− c)dF (ε) = lim
α→0

π(ph).

Hence, for α sufficiently close to 0 we have that p∗ = ph.

The two observations in the two preceding paragraphs imply that there exists some ᾱ ∈

(0, 1) such that π(ph) = maxp∈[pl,θl+ε] π(p) for α = ᾱ. Finally, we show that ᾱ is unique.

To establish the uniqueness of ᾱ, we show that if π(ph) = maxp∈[pl,θl+ε] π(p) for α = ᾱ,

then π(ph) > maxp∈[pl,θl+ε] π(p) for all α < ᾱ. Fix some α ∈ (0, 1) and p ∈ [pl, θl+ε]. Suppose

that ε̂h and ε̂l solve p = E[θh + ε|ε ≥ ε̂h] = E[θl + ε|ε ≥ ε̂l]. Then, the difference in profits at

prices ph and p is given by

π(ph)− π(p) = (1− α)

∫ ε

c−θh

(θh + ε− c)dF (ε)

−

(

α

∫ ε

ε̂l

(θl + ε− c)dF (ε) + (1− α)

∫ ε

ε̂h

(θh + ε− c)dF (ε)

)

= −α

∫ ε

ε̂l

(θl + ε− c)dF (ε) + (1− α)

∫ c−θh

ε̂l

(c− θh − ε)dF (ε).

The first term is positive since ε̂l > c − θl. The second term is positive since c − θh > ε̂h.

Therefore, π(ph) − π(p) strictly decreases in α for all p ∈ [pl, θl + ε]. By applying this to

α = ᾱ we obtain that for any α < ᾱ the difference in profits π(ph)− π(p) is strictly positive

for all p ∈ [pl, θl + ε]. Thus, π(ph) > maxp∈[pl,θl+ε] π(p) for α > ᾱ. This, in turn, implies the

uniqueness of ᾱ. Since p∗ > pl and p∗ ̸= θh + ε, we establish that p = ph for α < ᾱ and

p∗ ∈ (pl, θl + ε) for α ≥ ᾱ.
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We conclude that if ph > θl + ε and α ≥ ᾱ, then the seller inflates recommendation for

type θh and provides insufficient recommendation for type θl. Otherwise, if ph > θl + ε and

α < ᾱ, we have that the firm makes efficient recommendations to type θh and does not serve

type θl.

We note that, for ε̄ = ∞, we always have insufficient recommendations for the low type

and inflated recommendations for the high type.

Continuous consumer types. Suppose that θ is continuously distributed according to

G on [θ, θ], where θ, θ ∈ R and ε is continuously distributed according to F with support

(−∞,∞). We assume that 1− F is log-concave.

If the firm were able to condition its price on θ, then by Lemma 2, the profit-maximizing

pricing strategy is given by

p(θ) = E[θ + ε|θ + ε ≥ c],

and the profit-maximizing recommendation policy prescribes to recommending the product

to consumers of type θ and match value ε if and only if θ+ ε ≥ c. We note that p(θ) strictly

increases in θ (implied by the strict log-concavity of 1 − F ; see the Proof of Proposition

6). The following proposition characterizes the profit-maximizing recommendation strategy

when the firm has to set the same price for all consumer types.

Proposition 7. Suppose that the firm sets a uniform price. Then, in the setting with a con-

tinuous type distribution and a continuous match value distribution with support (−∞,∞),

there exists a marginal type θ̂ ∈ (θ, θ) such that the firm inflates recommendations for θ > θ̂,

provides insufficient recommendations for θ < θ̂, and provides efficient recommendations for

θ = θ̂.

Proof. Define p∗ as a profit-maximizing price. We will show that p∗ ∈ (p(θ), p(θ)), where

p(θ) is the profit-maximizing price under price discrimination.

Setting price p and recommending the product to only those consumers of type θ with

θ + ε ≥ c gives profit

π(p) =

∫ θ

θ

∫ ε

ε̂(p,θ)

(θ + ε− c)dF (ε)dG(θ),
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where ε̂(p, θ) solves

p = E[θ + ε|ε ≥ ε̂(p, θ)] for any θ ∈ [θ, θ].

By Lemma 1, this recommendation strategy maximizes the firm’s profit given price p. There-

fore, π(p) is the highest profit that the seller can reach at price p.

First, we can restrict attention to p∗ ∈ [p(θ), p(θ)]. Any price p > p(θ) is not profit-

maximizing for every type θ, and the firm can increase its profit from all consumers by

reducing the price and adjusting its recommendation strategy according to Lemma 1. Simi-

larly, any p < p(θ) is too low for every type θ, and the firm obtains higher profits by raising

the price and adjusting its recommendation policy accordingly.

Second, we show that p∗ < p(θ). The derivative of the profit function with respect to p

at p = p(θ) is given by

dπ

dp

∣

∣

∣

p=p(θ)
= −

∫ θ

θ

(θ + ε̂(p(θ), θ)− c)f(ε̂(p(θ), θ))
dε̂(p(θ), θ)

dp
dG(θ).

We determine the sign of dπ
dp

at p = p(θ). If θ = θ, then ε̂(p(θ), θ) = c−θ. If θ < θ, we have that

p(θ) > p(θ). Since dε̂(p,θ)
dp

> 0 for any price p, this implies that ε̂(p(θ), θ) > ε̂(p(θ), θ) = c− θ.

Therefore, the derivative of π(p) at p = p(θ) is negative and the profit-maximizing price

p∗ < p(θ).

Third, we show that p∗ > p(θ). The derivative of the profit function with respect to p at

p = p(θ) is given by

dπ

dp

∣

∣

∣

p=p(θ)
= −

∫ θ

θ

(θ + ε̂(p(θ), θ)− c)f(ε̂(p(θ), θ))
dε̂(p(θ), θ)

dp
dG(θ).

Since dε̂(p(θ),θ)
dp

> 0, ε̂(p(θ), θ) < ε̂(p(θ), θ) = c − θ for θ > θ, and ε̂(p(θ), θ) = c − θ, we have

that the profit function π(p) strictly increases in p at p = p(θ), implying that p∗ > p(θ).

We conclude that p∗ ∈ (p(θ), p(θ)). By log-concavity of 1 − F , there exists a unique θ̂

that solves

p∗ = p(θ̂) = E[θ̂ + ε|θ̂ + ε ≥ c],

implying that ε̂(p∗, θ) < c− θ for θ > θ̂ and ε̂(p∗, θ) > c− θ for θ < θ̂. Hence, we have shown

that the firm inflates recommendations for θ > θ̂, provides insufficient recommendations for

θ < θ̂, and induces efficient recommendations for θ = θ̂.
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Higher-type consumers sometimes regret the purchase ex-post as they receive a recom-

mendation too often from a consumer welfare perspective. Also from a total welfare perspec-

tive, they receive a recommendation too often, while lower-type consumers receive socially

insufficient recommendations.
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